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An Overview of OpenType Layout Features

OpenType layout features provide the user with integrated access to certain typographic refinements — like
alternate figure styles, fractions, or stylistic variants — without changing fonts or disrupting the underlying text
encoding. Note, however, that some features may not be accessible or supported in all applications. Please consult your software’s user guide for details.
The Skilt Gothic OpenType fonts include the following features:
Case-sensitive forms — When All-caps styling is applied, parentheses,

Superior — Replaces figures, parentheses, period, comma, math symbols, dollar,

brackets, braces, dashes, guillemets, mid dot, bullet, the at symbol, ¿ and ¡ are

and cent with properly scaled and shifted forms.

replaced with shifted forms. Oldstyle figures are also replaced with lining figures.

H-n (@H·p) «tu» ¿Qué?
H-n (@H·p) «tu» ¿Qué?

notes5,6 4πr2 $12.99 15¢
notes5,6 4πr2 $12.99 15¢
inferior — Replaces figures, parentheses, period, comma, math symbols, dollar,

Oldstyle figures — Replaces default lining figures with figures suited for use in
text settings; also replaces currency symbols, %, and ‰.

Less than 14%, or $13.69
Less than 14%, or $13.69

and cent with properly scaled and shifted forms.

H2O NO3 C6H12O6
H2O NO3 C6H12O6
ORdinal — Replaces unaccented capital and lowercase letters, È è, parentheses,

Tabular Figures — Replaces the proportional lining and oldstyle figures and

period, and comma with properly scaled and shifted forms (on the same alignment

currency symbols with tabular forms on consistent widths.

as numerators).

|€|1|3|7|8|0| |1|3|7|8|0|
|€|1|3|7|8|0| |1|3|7|8|0|

1st 1er 2ème 14th Mme X.
1st 1er 2ème 14th Mme X.

Slashed Zero — Replaces the figure zero with a slashed variant, to better

Stylistic Set 1 (two-story a) — Replaces default form of lowercase a with

distinguish from the capital letter O.

two-story alternate version. (Roman only.)

QS104CO579 180HO9a0o alabaster château 3ra niña
QS104CO579 180HO9a0o alabaster château 3ra niña
Fractions — Replaces arbitrary fraction sequences with properly sized and

Stylistic Set 2 (Solid arrows) — Replaces default directional arrows with

positioned numerators & denominators.

alternate versions with solid terminals.

2 2/3 cups 35/64" 1/100 ←↑→↓↔↕↖↗↘↙
2 2/3 cups 35/64" 1/100
←↑→↓↔↕↖↗↘↙
Numerator / Denominator — Replaces figures, parentheses, period, comma,

Stylistic set 3 (alt ®)— Replaces default superscripted form of registered

math symbols, dollar, and cent with properly scaled and shifted forms.

mark with larger, lowered form.

(2×6)+7⁄ 1,345 $12.99 15¢ Registered® Trademark®
(2×6)+7⁄1,345 $12.99 15¢
Registered® Trademark®
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An Overview of OpenType Layout Features, continued
Stylistic Set 18 (nominal dashes) — Replaces default forms of em and en

Stylistic Set 19 (True Primes) — Replaces straight quotes with true angled

dashes with full-measure nominal forms without sidebearings.

prime marks.

12–15 em—dash EM—M
12–15 em—dash EM—M

42°20'58"N 5'10 1/2"
42°20'58"N 5'10 1/2"

18 Styles: Thin, Light, Regular, Medium, SEmibold, Bold, ExtraBold, Black, and Ultra; All with Italics

